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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

CHARLOTTE DIVISION 
 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
RICHARD W. DAVIS, JR., 
 

Defendant,  
and 

 
DCG REAL ASSETS, LLC, et al., 
 

Relief Defendants. 
 

 
 
 
 

CASE NO. 3:16-CV-285 
 

RECEIVER’S MOTION FOR ORDER 
ALLOWING LOST CLAIM   

 
A. Cotten Wright as Receiver (the “Receiver”) for the assets of DCG Real Assets, LLC; 

DCG Commercial Fund I, LLC; H20, LLC; DCG PMG, LLC; DCG PMF, LLC; Finely Limited, 

LLC; DCG Funds Underwriting, LLC; DCG ABF Management, LLC; DCG Funds Management, 

LLC; Davis Capital Group, Inc.; Davis Financial, Inc.; DCG Partners, LLC; DCG Real Estate 

Development, LLC; Huntersville Plaza Phase One, LLC; Huntersville Plaza Phase Two, LLC; 

North Lake Business Park, LLC; and Richard Davis Enterprises, LLC (collectively, the 

“Receivership Defendants”), files this Receiver’s Motion for Order Allowing Lost Claim (this 

“Motion”) pursuant to the Court’s Order Granting Receiver’s Motion for Approval of Proposed 

Claims Verification and Notice Procedures (the “Procedures Order”) (Doc. No. 135).  This 

Motion reflects the Receiver’s recommendation as to certain claims that were submitted after the 

deadline for claims in this case by Investors who did not receive notice of this case or the claims 

deadline.   
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BACKGROUND AND JURISDICTION 

 This case was initiated by the Security and Exchange Commission on June 2, 2016.  On 

June 8, 2016, the Court entered its Temporary Receivership Order, pursuant to which the 

Receiver was appointed.  That Order was made permanent by default judgments entered on 

August 5, 2016 and September 22, 2016, respectively. 

 The Receiver has worked actively to marshal and liquidate the assets of the Relief 

Defendants in this case (collectively, the “DCG Receivership Estate”).  The liquidation process 

is not yet complete and will continue until all DCG Receivership Estate assets have been sold.  

Ultimately, all available funds collected by the Receiver, less the costs of administration of the 

DCG Receivership Estate and any other disbursements approved by the Court, will be distributed 

to claimants, primarily investors, in accordance with further Court orders.  The Receiver does 

not, however, expect to recover sufficient funds to satisfy all claims in full. 

 On July 25, 2017, the Receiver filed her Receiver’s Motion for Approval of Proposed 

Claims Verification and Notice Procedures (the “Procedures Motion”) (Doc. No. 129) seeking 

Court approval for a process for determining the allowed amounts of claims against the DCG 

Receivership Estate; approval of a claim verification form; and the establishment of a claims bar 

date.  The Procedures Motion also included a request for approval of a claims review, claims 

reporting, and objection process, to be followed by a Court order determining the allowed 

amount of each claim.  The Court entered the Procedures Order on August 10, 2017.  In 

accordance with the Procedures Order, the Receiver distributed Claim Verification Forms and 

notice of the September 16, 2017 deadline for filing claims to each known claimant and posted 

those documents on the Receivership website. 

 Pursuant to Orders entered on June 24, 2018, August 27, 2018, and October 26, 2018, the 

Court approved claims submitted pursuant to the approved claims process.  (Doc. Nos. 203, 215, 
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and 222).   

In a final review of the list of Investors against the list of those holding allowed claims, 

the Receiver determined that approximately fourteen (14) investors may not have received 

information regarding the claims deadline.  Out of an abundance of caution, the Receiver 

researched possible contact information for those investors and attempted to contact them to 

determine if they had claims that they wished to assert in this case. In response, certain Investors 

submitted claims that were subsequently allowed in an Order entered on December 27, 2018 

(Doc. No. 234). 

On January 10, 2019, the Court entered an Order authorizing the Receiver to make a 

partial interim distribution to Investors holding allowed claims that resulted in distributions of 

approximately four percent (the “Interim Distributon”).  (Doc. No. 237).   

On July 18, 2019, the Receiver was contacted regarding another additional claim that was 

purportedly submitted by email on November 26, 2018.  Although the email addresses in the 

prior correspondence appear to be correct, the Receiver has been unable to locate that claim (the 

“Lost Claim”).   

The Receiver has checked the Lost Claim against the records available to her and, as a 

result, has proposed that the Lost Claim be allowed in an amount reflecting the difference 

between the claimant’s investments and the distributions to that claimant. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

 The Receiver seeks an Order establishing the allowed amount of the Lost Claim as 

indicated on the attached Exhibit A to this Motion.  The Receiver further requests authority to 

make a distribution on the Lost Claim at the same percentage as the prior Interim Distribution. 
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RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE ADDITIONAL LATE CLAIMS 

 The Receiver determined that the Lost claim shown on Exhibit A is adequately 

documented by the Investor who submitted that claims.  In addition, the Lost Claim appear to be 

supported by the records of the Receivership Defendants. Accordingly, the Receiver 

recommends that the Lost Claim be allowed as indicated on the attached Exhibit A. 

It remains the Receiver’s goal to resolve any disputes as to claims consensually.  

Accordingly, Investors are advised to review this Motion carefully and to contact the Receiver 

with any questions or concerns.   

RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

The Receiver expressly reserves the right to amend, modify, or supplement this Motion 

and to file additional objections to any claims, including without limitation, objections as  to the 

amounts asserted in any claims, whether filed or not, against the DCG Receivership Estate that 

are not the subject of this Motion.  Should the Receiver’s recommendation to any of the claims 

addressed in this Motion be denied or overruled, the Receiver reserves the right to move the 

Court for alternative relief as to those claims on other grounds that the Receiver may 

subsequently determine to be appropriate.   

The proposed treatment of claims in this Motion is not an indication or statement 

regarding the validity of any claim not listed herein.  The Receiver reserves the right to object to 

any such claims on any permissible grounds.  

NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO OBJECT TO THIS MOTION 

If you do not want the Court to approve the treatment of claims as set forth in this 

Motion, or if you want the Court to consider your views, then on or before August 5, 2019, you 

or your attorney must file with the Court a written response explaining your position.  The 

response must be filed electronically with the Court at www.ncwd.uscourts.gov.  Under certain 
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circumstances, if you are an individual who is not represented by an attorney, you may hand-

deliver your response to the Clerk of the United States District Court, 401 West Trade Street, 

Charlotte, NC 28202.  On or before the date stated above for filing your written response, you 

must also mail a copy to the Receiver at 101 N Tryon Street, Suite 1240, Charlotte, NC 28246, or 

fax a copy to 704-332-0215, or email a copy to DCGReceiver@grierlaw.com. If the Court 

schedules a hearing on your objection, you or your attorney must attend that hearing, which will 

be held at a date and time set by the Court and noticed to any party who files a response at the 

United States District Court, 401 West Trade Street, Charlotte, NC 28202.  If you or your 

attorney do not take these steps, the Court may decide that you do not oppose the relief the 

Receiver requests in this Motion and may enter an order approving the treatment of the claims 

addressed herein.    

 WHEREFORE, the Receiver prays that the Court will enter an Order approving the 

Receiver’s proposed treatment as to the Lost Claim as set out in Exhibit A, authorizing the 

Receiver to make a partial distribution on the Lost Claim at the same percentage as the prior 

Interim Distribution made to other Investors, and granting such further relief as may be just and 

proper.   

 This is the 22nd day of July, 2019. 

/s/ A. Cotten Wright 
      A. Cotten Wright (State Bar No. 28162) 
      Grier Furr & Crisp, PA 
      101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1240 
      Charlotte, North Carolina 28246 
      Phone:  704.375.3720; Fax: 704.332.0215 
      cwright@grierlaw.com 
      Attorneys for A. Cotten Wright, 
      Court Appointed Receiver 
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EXHIBIT A 

Claim No. 
 

Alleged Claim Amount Reason for 
Objection 

Recommended Allowed 
Claim Amount 

171 $40,822.57 N/A $40,822.57 
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